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The Cunning of Uncertainty 2016-01-19
uncertainty is interwoven into human existence it is a powerful incentive in the search for knowledge and an inherent component of
scientific research we have developed many ways of coping with uncertainty we make promises manage risks and make predictions to try to
clear the mists and predict ahead but the future is inherently uncertain and the mist that shrouds our path an inherent part of our journey
the burning question is whether our societies can face up to uncertainty learn to embrace it and whether we can open up to a constantly
evolving future in this new book helga nowotny shows how research can thrive at the cusp of uncertainty science she argues can eventually
transform uncertainty into certainty but into certainty which remains always provisional uncertainty is never completely static it is
constantly evolving it encompasses geological time scales and at the level of human experience split second changes as cells divide life
and death decisions are taken in the blink of the eye while human interactions with the natural environment may reveal their impact over
millennia uncertainty is cunning it appears at unexpected moments it shuns the straight line takes the oblique route and sometimes the
unexpected short cut as we acknowledge the cunning of uncertainty its threats retreat we accept that any scientific inquiry must produce
results that are provisional and uncertain this message is vital for politicians and policy makers do not be tempted by small short term
controllable gains to the exclusion of uncertain high gain opportunities wide ranging in its use of examples and enriched by the author s
experience as president of the european research council one of the world s leading funding organisations for fundamental research the
cunning of uncertainty is a must read for students and scholars of all disciplines politicians policy makers and anyone concerned with the
fundamental role of knowledge and science in our societies today

Human Judgment and Social Policy 1996-09-19
from the o j simpson verdict to peace making in the balkans the critical role of human judgement complete with its failures flaws and
successes has never been more hotly debated and analyzed than it is today this landmark work examines the dynamics of judgement and its
impact on events that take place in human society which require the direction and control of social policy research on social policy
typically focuses on content this book concentrates instead on the decision making process itself drawing on 50 years of empirical research
in decision theory hammond examines the possibilities for wisdom and cognitive competence in the formation of social policies and applies
these lessons to specific examples such as the space shuttle challenger disaster and the health care debate uncertainly he tells us can
seldom be fully eliminated thus error is inevitable and injustice for some unavoidable but the capacity for make wise judgments increases
to the extent that we understand the potential pitfalls and their origin the judgment process for example involves an ongoing rivalry
between intuition and analysis accuracy and rationality the source of this tension requires an examination of the evolutionary roots of
human judgement and how these fundamental features may be changing as our civilization increasingly becomes an information and knowledge
based society with numerous examples from law medicine engineering and economics the author dramatizes the importance of judgment and its
role in the formation of social policies which affect us all and issues the first comprehensive examination of its underlying dynamics

Logic and Uncertainty in the Human Mind 2020-06-10
david e over is a leading cognitive scientist and with his firm grounding in philosophical logic he also exerts a powerful influence on the
psychology of reasoning he is responsible for not only a large body of empirical work and accompanying theory but for advancing a major
shift in thinking about reasoning commonly known as the new paradigm in the psychology of human reasoning over s signature mix of
philosophical logic and experimental psychology has inspired generations of researchers psychologists and philosophers alike over more than
a quarter of a century the chapters in this volume written by a leading group of contributors including a number who helped shape the
psychology of reasoning as we know it today each take their starting point from the key themes of over s ground breaking work the essays in
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this collection explore a wide range of central topics such as rationality bias dual processes and dual systems as well as contemporary
psychological and philosophical theories of conditionals it concludes with an engaging new chapter authored by david e over himself which
details and analyses the new paradigm psychology of reasoning this book is therefore important reading for scholars researchers and
advanced students in psychology philosophy and the cognitive sciences including those who are not familiar with over s thought already

Delay and Uncertainty in Human Balancing Tasks 2021-10-18
this book demonstrates how delay differential equations ddes can be used to compliment the laboratory investigation of human balancing
tasks this approach is made accessible to non specialists by comparing mathematical predictions and experimental observations for example
the observation that a longer pole is easier to balance on a fingertip than a shorter one demonstrates the essential role played by a time
delay in the balance control mechanism another balancing task considered is postural sway during quiet standing with the inverted pendulum
as the driver and the feedback control depending on state variables or on an internal model the feedback can be identified by determining a
critical pendulum length and or a critical delay this approach is used to identify the nature of the feedback for the pole balancing and
postural sway examples motivated by the question of how the nervous system deals with these feedback control challenges there is a
discussion of microchaotic fluctuations in balance control and how robust control can be achieved in the face of uncertainties in the
estimation of control parameters the final chapter suggests some topics for future research each chapter includes an abstract and a point
by point summary of the main concepts that have been established a particularly useful numerical integration method for the ddes that arise
in balance control is semi discretization this method is described and a matlab template is provided this book will be a useful source for
anyone studying balance in humans other bipedal organisms and humanoid robots much of the material has been used by the authors to teach
senior undergraduates in computational neuroscience and students in bio systems biomedical mechanical and neural engineering

Human Error 1990-10-26
human error published in 1991 is a major theoretical integration of several previously isolated literatures particularly important is the
identification of cognitive processes common to a wide variety of error types technology has now reached a point where improved safety can
only be achieved on the basis of a better understanding of human error mechanisms in its treatment of major accidents the book spans the
disciplinary gulf between psychological theory and those concerned with maintaining the reliability of hazardous technologies as such it is
essential reading not only for cognitive scientists and human factors specialists but also for reliability engineers and risk managers no
existing book speaks with so much clarity to both the theorists and the practitioners of human reliability

Uncertainty Theory 2011-11-07
uncertainty theory is a branch of mathematics based on normality monotonicity self duality countable subadditivity and product measure
axioms uncertainty is any concept that satisfies the axioms of uncertainty theory thus uncertainty is neither randomness nor fuzziness it
is also known from some surveys that a lot of phenomena do behave like uncertainty how do we model uncertainty how do we use uncertainty
theory in order to answer these questions this book provides a self contained comprehensive and up to date presentation of uncertainty
theory including uncertain programming uncertain risk analysis uncertain reliability analysis uncertain process uncertain calculus
uncertain differential equation uncertain logic uncertain entailment and uncertain inference mathematicians researchers engineers designers
and students in the field of mathematics information science operations research system science industrial engineering computer science
artificial intelligence finance control and management science will find this work a stimulating and useful reference
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Delay and Uncertainty in Human Balancing Tasks 2021
this book demonstrates how delay differential equations ddes can be used to compliment the laboratory investigation of human balancing
tasks this approach is made accessible to non specialists by comparing mathematical predictions and experimental observations for example
the observation that a longer pole is easier to balance on a fingertip than a shorter one demonstrates the essential role played by a time
delay in the balance control mechanism another balancing task considered is postural sway during quiet standing with the inverted pendulum
as the driver and the feedback control depending on state variables or on an internal model the feedback can be identified by determining a
critical pendulum length and or a critical delay this approach is used to identify the nature of the feedback for the pole balancing and
postural sway examples motivated by the question of how the nervous system deals with these feedback control challenges there is a
discussion of microchaotic fluctuations in balance control and how robust control can be achieved in the face of uncertainties in the
estimation of control parameters the final chapter suggests some topics for future research each chapter includes an abstract and a point
by point summary of the main concepts that have been established a particularly useful numerical integration method for the ddes that arise
in balance control is semi discretization this method is described and a matlab template is provided this book will be a useful source for
anyone studying balance in humans other bipedal organisms and humanoid robots much of the material has been used by the authors to teach
senior undergraduates in computational neuroscience and students in bio systems biomedical mechanical and neural engineering

Taming Uncertainty 2019-08-13
an examination of the cognitive tools that the mind uses to grapple with uncertainty in the real world how do humans navigate uncertainty
continuously making near effortless decisions and predictions even under conditions of imperfect knowledge high complexity and extreme time
pressure taming uncertainty argues that the human mind has developed tools to grapple with uncertainty unlike much previous scholarship in
psychology and economics this approach is rooted in what is known about what real minds can do rather than reducing the human response to
uncertainty to an act of juggling probabilities the authors propose that the human cognitive system has specific tools for dealing with
different forms of uncertainty they identify three types of tools simple heuristics tools for information search and tools for harnessing
the wisdom of others this set of strategies for making predictions inferences and decisions constitute the mind s adaptive toolbox the
authors show how these three dimensions of human decision making are integrated and they argue that the toolbox its cognitive foundation
and the environment are in constant flux and subject to developmental change they demonstrate that each cognitive tool can be analyzed
through the concept of ecological rationality that is the fit between specific tools and specific environments chapters deal with such
specific instances of decision making as food choice architecture intertemporal choice financial uncertainty pedestrian navigation and
adolescent behavior

Human Error 1990-10-26
this 1991 book is a major theoretical integration of several previously isolated literatures looking at human error in major accidents

Fundamentals of Uncertainty Calculi with Applications to Fuzzy Inference 2013-04-17
with the vision that machines can be rendered smarter we have witnessed for more than a decade tremendous engineering efforts to implement
intelligent sys tems these attempts involve emulating human reasoning and researchers have tried to model such reasoning from various
points of view but we know precious little about human reasoning processes learning mechanisms and the like and in particular about
reasoning with limited imprecise knowledge in a sense intelligent systems are machines which use the most general form of human knowledge
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together with human reasoning capability to reach decisions thus the general problem of reasoning with knowledge is the core of design
methodology the attempt to use human knowledge in its most natural sense that is through linguistic descriptions is novel and controversial
the novelty lies in the recognition of a new type of un certainty namely fuzziness in natural language and the controversality lies in the
mathematical modeling process as r bellman 7 once said decision making under uncertainty is one of the attributes of human intelligence
when uncertainty is understood as the impossi bility to predict occurrences of events the context is familiar to statisticians as such
efforts to use probability theory as an essential tool for building intelligent systems have been pursued pearl 203 neapolitan 182 the
methodology seems alright if the uncertain knowledge in a given problem can be modeled as probability measures

Management of Uncertainty 2009-09-28
as i write the financial systems of the world are collapsing with still no clear indication of what the consequences will be and which
measures should be taken to avoid such a crisis in the future there seems to be agreement though that the financial instruments introduced
in the past few decades entailed far too much complexity and uncertainty and that there was too little regulatory control over the use of
these instruments management of uncertainty with the aim of achieving self control is the core concern of this book it was not written with
a focus on financial systems but many concepts developed in this book are applicable to this field as well the neric principles of reducing
maintaining or increasing uncertainties in view of the different contingencies an organization is faced with the fundamental issue of how
much control is possible and who should be in control and the question of how much and what kind of regulation is necessary with the
overall aim of finding an appropriate balance between system stability and flexibility are at the centre of heated debates on the future of
finance

New Technology and Human Error 1987
covers cognitive aspects of human error as well as errors deriving from affective motivational or environmental factors includes a
taxonomic framework that encompasses both the psychological roots of systematic error forms and the local environmental factors which
elicit them

Environmental Decisions in the Face of Uncertainty 2013-05-20
the u s environmental protection agency epa is one of several federal agencies responsible for protecting americans against significant
risks to human health and the environment as part of that mission epa estimates the nature magnitude and likelihood of risks to human
health and the environment identifies the potential regulatory actions that will mitigate those risks and protect public health1 and the
environment and uses that information to decide on appropriate regulatory action uncertainties both qualitative and quantitative in the
data and analyses on which these decisions are based enter into the process at each step as a result the informed identification and use of
the uncertainties inherent in the process is an essential feature of environmental decision making epa requested that the institute of
medicine iom convene a committee to provide guidance to its decision makers and their partners in states and localities on approaches to
managing risk in different contexts when uncertainty is present it also sought guidance on how information on uncertainty should be
presented to help risk managers make sound decisions and to increase transparency in its communications with the public about those
decisions given that its charge is not limited to human health risk assessment and includes broad questions about managing risks and
decision making in this report the committee examines the analysis of uncertainty in those other areas in addition to human health risks
environmental decisions in the face of uncertainty explains the statement of task and summarizes the findings of the committee
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Risk-Based Thinking 2017-11-13
society at large tends to misunderstand what safety is all about it is not just the absence of harm when nothing bad happens over a period
of time how do you know you are safe in reality safety is what you and your people do moment by moment day by day to protect assets from
harm and to control the hazards inherent in your operations this is the purpose of risk based thinking the key element of the six building
blocks of human and organizational performance h op generally h op provides a risk based approach to managing human performance in
operations but specifically risk based thinking enables foresight and flexibility even when surprised to do what is necessary to protect
assets from harm but also achieve mission success despite ongoing stresses or shocks to the operation although you cannot prepare for every
adverse scenario you can be ready for almost anything when risk based thinking is integrated into the dna of an organization s way of doing
business people will be ready for most unexpected situations eventually safety becomes a core value not a priority to be negotiated with
others depending on circumstances this book provides a coherent perspective on what executives and line managers within operational
environments need to focus on to efficiently and effectively control learn and adapt

Leading Through Uncertainty 2018
the old bad apple theory of human error promotes the idea that a system is basically safe with the exception of a few unreliable people
breaking new ground beyond its successful predecessor the field guide to understanding human error guides you through the traps and
misconceptions of the old view sidney dekker presents the view that human error is an organizational problem and suggests how to apply new
theories to your organization handling questions about accountability and constructing meaningful countermeasures

The Field Guide to Understanding Human Error 2006
gerd gigerenzer s work examines the rationality of individuals not from the perspective of logic or probability but from the point of view
of adaptation to the real world of human behaviour and interaction with the environment seen from this perspective human behaviour is more
rational than it might otherwise appear

Rationality for Mortals 2023
this volume examines the nature of human error its causes and origins its classifications and the extent to which it is possible to predict
and prevent errors and their impact one of the first texts to deal with this topic in detail it draws into a single cohesive account
contributions from experts in a range of disciplines including psychology philosophy and engineering offering an insightful discussion of
fundamental and necessary questions about the nature and source of human error the book draws significant conclusions and identifies areas
worthy of further exploration this volume will be of interest to all who are concerned with the impact human error has on both the
individual and society

Human Error 2020-07-24
this book provides an examination of major problems facing the world using mathematics of uncertainty these problems include climate change
coronavirus pandemic human tracking biodiversity and other grand challenges mathematics of uncertainty is used in a modern more general
sense than traditional mathematics since accurate data is impossible to obtain concerning human tracking and other global problems
mathematics of uncertainty is an ideal discipline to study these problems the authors place several scientific studies into different
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mathematical settings such as nonstandard analysis and soft logic fuzzy differentiation is used to model the spread of diseases such as the
coronavirus the book uses fuzzy graph theory to examine the problems of human tracking and illegal immigration the book is an excellent
reference source for advanced under graduate and graduate students in mathematics and the social sciences as well as for researchers and
teachers

Applications of Mathematics of Uncertainty 2021-11-17
101 17 the company job balance sheet 101 18 the personnel and jobs structure 119 19 work in homogeneous groups 125 20 incorporation of
galois lattices 130 21 the selection of teams for associated tasks 134 22 a brief reference to costs 138 23 problems associated with
personnel assignment 140 the hungarian assignment algorithm 24 148 theoretical elements of the hungarian algorithm 25 158 assignment by
means of the branch and bound 26 170 changes abilities and costs 27 181 28 development of the capacity of initiative 186 29 specialization
or adaptable qualification 190 30 incorporation of uncertainty 206 economic incidence of passing of over from specialisation 31 to
adaptable qualification 214 32 retraining through the acquisition of new abilities 218 references 222 final considerations 224 vi preface
the ups and downs faced by society during the latter half of the xx th century have left remnants from the uncertainty of which could
emerge a different way of living together this not only includes new ways of looking at more or less old problems it also means a profound
change of the very foundations on which investigation is based

The Interactive Management of Human Resources in Uncertainty 2011-10-12
the long term future of humanity has become of particular concern to various governance bodies and scholarly institutions this book
combines scholarly essays images interviews design products artistic artefacts and creative writing it investigates the expectations and
actualities of human future as they emerge within the social sphere

Human Futures 2008
this is an updated and expanded new edition of trevor kletz s work including more examples of accidents caused by the various types of
human error it suggests to engineers how they might approach the problem of human error and does so by describing accidents which at first
sight seem to be the result of human error the author sets down his views on human error as a cause of accidents and illustrates them by
describing a number of accidents that have occurred mainly in the oil and chemical industries he uses a pragmatic approach rather than
theoretical to suggest new ways of looking at accident prevention

An Engineer's View of Human Error 2001
this book argues that uncertainty is not really uncertainty at all but just demonstrates a lack of vision and willingness to think about
the unthinkable good and bad the task of accepting that uncertainty is about exploring the possible rather than the impossible has to be
taken on board by strategists policy developers and political leaders if we are to meet the challenges that an ever changing world is
throwing at us the term unknown unknowns is ubiquitous albeit the vast majority of future uncertain events do not fall into this category
however it has been used to absolve decision makers from criticism post event whereas poor foresight is the prime culprit and that most
future uncertainties are known unknowns or inevitable surprises this re positioning of uncertainties can help mitigate the impact of such
risks through better foresight aware contingency planning the enemy is not uncertainty itself but our lack of imagination when trying to
visualize the future we need to transform our behaviour to better understand uncertainty we have to deconstruct it and get to grips with
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its component parts three main questions are posed and practical approaches presented what are the main structural components that make up
the conditions under which uncertainty operates what scenario lenses can be used when exploring uncertainty what behavioural factors do we
need to consider when analysing the human responses to uncertainty practitioners having to deal with making better decisions under
uncertainty will find the book a useful guide endorsements for the book with this book bruce garvey performs a great service for
consultants planners and indeed anyone whose job involves a degree of speculation about what will happen in the future through a
comprehensive survey of methods tools and techniques he provides a practical guide to unpacking the uncertainty that besets all human
endeavour this is no dry academic treatise it deals with highly contemporary topics such as fake news part of a fascinating dissection of
dark data and how our biases and preconceptions shape our views the book finishes with three case studies dealing with the covid 19
pandemic social mobility and inequality and achieving net zero all topics that are sorely in need of the critical thinking and analysis
skills described previously no one can completely eliminate 20 20 hindsight from all business decisions but readers applying the lessons of
this book may find themselves saying if only we d known less frequently nick bush director cmce centre for management consulting excellence
academic literature and practical guides to uncertainty management are disparate this exciting edition brings it all together principal
author bruce garvey recognises the erroneous attribution of many recent events to unforeseeable uncertainty unknown unknowns calling these
out as inevitable surprises or unknown knowns a category of uncertainty that is typically overlooked garvey describes critical dimensions
of uncertainty before examining scenarios and behavioural aspects the latter being a hidden influencer which is too often neglected the
guidebook contains a variety of methods tools and techniques including several that deserve more use and contains a detailed glossary and
reference list practical advice covers topics such as identifying weak signals for use in scenario development and overcoming cognitive
dissonance this well structured and engagingly written guide should serve as a standard text for students academics and practitioners
across policy making business and industry dr geoff darch water resources strategy manager anglian water co founder analysis under
uncertainty for decision makers au4dm network this is a valuable companion volume to john kay and mervyn king s radical uncertainty and it
is a necessary corrective to the physics envy of disciplines such as economics which achieve a false sense of certainty by creating highly
plausible but unreliable simplifications of things through over generalisation leading to simplistic proposals for interventions which can
only rightly be judged through a lens of complexity and probability i would like to be more optimistic about the ultimate effects of books
of this kind and in some fields perhaps in military decision making and defence i am quite optimistic in such fields people tend to
approach decision making through the assumption that things will go wrong and that the effects of any mistakes will be very keenly perhaps
fatally experienced in business and softer social policy making i fear the battle will be much harder in such fields as politics and
business it is often better for the reputation as keynes remarked to fail conventionally than to succeed unconventionally in such fields it
is more important to make defensible decisions than to make good decisions so an artificial sense of logical certainty will perhaps always
hold an unhealthy appeal but here s hoping anyway rory sutherland vice chairman ogilvy group here is a most insightful book which
holistically examines the world of uncertainty particularly as it impacts sense to decision making processes for many different
stakeholders both scholars and practitioners strategists to operators soon gain from reading journeying from theory to practice we embark
on a comprehensive definition of uncertainty to subsequently become better equipped for its greater contemporary navigation when going
forward all elucidated by several well structured scenarios and case study examples how uncertainty relates to risk both qualitative and
quantitative is systematically charted articulating their close interactivity forming a successful guide this book has much enduring
reference value and is therefore deserving of being readily retrievable as events and developments benefit from their improved
understanding uncertainty can demonstrably be negotiated much more effectively alternative situations and conditions of denial lamented as
we should have fore seen that no longer stand as acceptable when it comes to anticipating futures ahead with this book further help is now
at hand adam d m svendsen phd international intelligence defence strategist researcher analyst educator consultant
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Human Acceleration of the Nitrogen Cycle 2018
this is the first book to introduce readers beyond the meteorological community to both the usefulness of the atmosphere and the serious
nature of the weather and climate game

Uncertainty Deconstructed 2022-10-02
this book grounded in a human rights framework takes a close look at social work approaches and practices in southeast europe human rights
are central in today s understanding of social work as an academic discipline and as a professional practice looking at social work through
a human rights lens unmasks inequality and discrimination promotes ethical engagements and contributes to the social political and economic
betterment of society moreover human rights and social work are interdependent and have far reaching implications at macro mezzo and micro
levels both in the realm of social policy and in professional practice this collection of eight chapters provides an overview of human
rights practices in social work in albania bosnia and herzegovina bulgaria croatia kosovo romania and slovenia it presents state of the art
research on human rights and social work through individual country focused chapters in addition it includes an integrative introductory
chapter that identifies and discusses the commonalities and differences across the region as well as future directions the book takes an
integrated approach with conversations among the contributors on three main questions what is the state of human rights in social work how
are human rights practiced in social work what are the prospects for an integrated approach to human rights in social work in contemporary
southeast europe human rights in this age of uncertainty is essential reading for social work academics and practitioners in southeast
europe due to its geographic focus and standpoints from the specific countries of the region the book also should appeal to a wider
european audience especially as the book features chapters from both inside and outside of the european union as well as to an
international audience of social work scholars in addition policy makers may find the book a useful resource because human rights discourse
features prominently in the international approaches to welfare systems across southeast europe as part of the europeanisation processes
currently at play

The Human Impact of Climate Uncertainty 1989
controlling uncertainty decision making and learning in complex worlds reviews and discusses the most current research relating to the ways
we can control the uncertain world around us features reviews and discussions of the most current research in a number of fields relevant
to controlling uncertainty such as psychology neuroscience computer science and engineering presents a new framework that is designed to
integrate a variety of disparate fields of research represents the first book of its kind to provide a general overview of work related to
understanding control

Human Rights in this Age of Uncertainty 2022-11-05
this publication examines the risks associated with the release of excessive nitrogen into the environment climate change depletion of the
ozone layer air pollution water pollution loss of biodiversity deterioration of soil quality

Controlling Uncertainty 2011-07-18
this edited collection of articles addresses aspects of medical care in which human error is associated with unanticipated adverse outcomes
for the purposes of this book human error encompasses mismanagement of medical care due to inadequacies or ambiguity in the design of a
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medical device or institutional setting for the delivery of medical care inappropriate responses to antagonistic environmental conditions
such as crowding and excessive clutter in institutional settings extremes in weather or lack of power and water in a home or field setting
cognitive errors of omission and commission precipitated by inadequate information and or situational factors stress fatigue excessive
cognitive workload the first to address the subject of human error in medicine this book considers the topic from a problem oriented
systems perspective that is human error is considered not as the source of the problem but as a flag indicating that a problem exists the
focus is on the identification of the factors within the system in which an error occurs that contribute to the problem of human error as
those factors are identified efforts to alleviate them can be instituted and reduce the likelihood of error in medical care human error
occurs in all aspects of human activity and can have particularly grave consequences when it occurs in medicine nearly everyone at some
point in life will be the recipient of medical care and has the possibility of experiencing the consequences of medical error the
consideration of human error in medicine is important because of the number of people that are affected the problems incurred by such error
and the societal impact of such problems the cost of those consequences to the individuals involved in medical error both in the health
care providers concern and the patients emotional and physical pain the cost of care to alleviate the consequences of the error and the
cost to society in dollars and in lost personal contributions mandates consideration of ways to reduce the likelihood of human error in
medicine the chapters were written by leaders in a variety of fields including psychology medicine engineering cognitive science human
factors gerontology and nursing their experience was gained through actual hands on provision of medical care and or research into factors
contributing to error in such care because of the experience of the chapter authors their systematic consideration of the issues in this
book affords the reader an insightful applied approach to human error in medicine an approach fortified by academic discipline

Human Acceleration of the Nitrogen Cycle Managing Risks and Uncertainty 2018-11-20
ten questions about human error asks the type of questions frequently posed in incident and accident investigations people s own practice
managerial and organizational settings policymaking classrooms crew resource management training and error research it is one installment
in a larger transformation that has begun to identify both deep rooted constraints and new leverage points of views of human factors and
system safety the ten questions about human error are not just questions about human error as a phenomenon but also about human factors and
system safety as disciplines and where they stand today in asking these questions and sketching the answers to them this book attempts to
show where current thinking is limited where vocabulary models ideas and notions are constraining progress this volume looks critically at
the answers human factors would typically provide and compares contrasts them with current research insights each chapter provides
directions for new ideas and models that could perhaps better cope with the complexity of the problems facing human error today as such
this book can be used as a supplement for a variety of human factors courses

Human Error in Medicine 2018-02-06
the blame machine describes how disasters and serious accidents result from recurring but potentially avoidable human errors it shows how
such errors are preventable because they result from defective systems within a company from real incidents you will be able to identify
common causes of human error and typical system deficiencies that have led to these errors on a larger scale you will be able to see where
in the organisational or management systems failure occurred so that you can avoid them the book also describes the existence of a blame
culture in many organisations which focuses on individual human error whilst ignoring the system failures that caused it the book shows how
this blame culture has in the case of a number of past accidents dominated the accident enquiry process hampering a proper investigation of
the underlying causes suggestions are made about how progress can be made to develop a more open culture in organisations both through
better understanding of human error by managers and through increased public awareness of the issues the book brings together documentary
evidence from recent major incidents from all around the world and within the rail water aviation shipping chemical and nuclear industries
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barry whittingham has worked as a senior manager design engineer and consultant for the chemical nuclear offshore oil and gas railway and
aviation sectors he developed a career as a safety consultant specializing in the human factors aspects of accident causation he is a
member of the human factors in reliability group and a fellow of the safety and reliability society

Ten Questions About Human Error 2004-12-27
argues that humanity can be seen as a case of mistaken identity

Uncertainty Factors 2003
human error reduction and safety management dan petersen now in an expanded and updated third edition human error reduction and safety
management illustrates how managers by controlling the physical and psychological situations under which workers operate can modify
employees behavior in such a way as to reduce error accidents and consequently on the job injuries and illnesses while retaining the
previous editions focus on the role of line management in maximizing safety in the workplace the book also details the role that upper and
middle management must play in implementing programs that can reduce system caused human error the third edition contains a wealth of new
updated and expanded information that incorporates dan petersen s comprehensive knowledge and innovative theories including a revised model
of accident causation that exemplifies the processes and procedures of today s safety technology expanded treatment of the managerial
sources of error a new chapter on the ways in which the culture of an organization determines what methods will and will not succeed a
discussion of ergonomics how design causes error and cumulative trauma disorders insight into how to reduce psychological overload on the
job new material on risk assessment techniques an original multidisciplinary approach to workplace safety that integrates safety management
business management psychology and ergonomics the third edition of human error reduction and safety management is required reading for
every safety manager safety and health professional and quality and risk control manager

The Blame Machine: Why Human Error Causes Accidents 2004-02-18
for many years we considered human errors or mistakes as the cause of mishaps or problems in the manufacturing industries human error under
whatever label procedures not followed lack of attention or simply error was the conclusion of any quality problem investigation the way we
look at the human side of problems has evolved during the past few decades now we see human errors as the symptoms of deeper causes in
other words human errors are consequences not causes the basic objective of this book is to provide readers with useful information on
theories methods and specific techniques that can be applied to control human failure it is a book of ideas concepts and examples from the
manufacturing sector it presents a comprehensive overview of the subject focusing on the practical application of the subject specifically
on the human side of quality and manufacturing errors in other words the primary focus of this book is human failure including its
identification its causes and how it can be reasonably controlled or prevented in the manufacturing industry setting in addition to
including a detailed discussion of human error the inadvertent or involuntary component of human failure a chapter is devoted to analysis
and discussion related to voluntary intentional noncompliance written in a direct style using simple industry language with abundant
applied examples and practical references this book s insights on human failure reduction will improve individual organizational and social
well being
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Human Error 2011
what if you could organize any kind of uncertainty what if all it took was shifting your language what if organizing uncertainty could
transform our lives into lives of endless discovery these are the conversations invited in jack s latest work path in a dialogue style the
book explores viable alternatives to goals and plans that actually fail 92 of the time uncertainty is not evidence of human failure it s
the essence of human experience and the most profound opportunity space we can ever know the path method makes organizing uncertainty
possible in any context our world needs this more than ever join the conversation jack is a 24 time author and writer for a complementary
pdf of the path method guide visit nuanceworks com path

Human-error Reduction and Safety Management 1982
for many years we considered human errors or mistakes as the cause of mishaps or problems in the manufacturing industries human error under
whatever label procedures not followed lack of attention or simply error was the conclusion of any quality problem investigation the way we
look at the human side of problems has evolved during the past few decades now we see human errors as the symptoms of deeper causes in
other words human errors are consequences not causes the basic objective of this book is to provide readers with useful information on
theories methods and specific techniques that can be applied to control human failure it is a book of ideas concepts and examples from the
manufacturing sector it presents a comprehensive overview of the subject focusing on the practical application of the subject specifically
on the human side of quality and manufacturing errors in other words the primary focus of this book is human failure including its
identification its causes and how it can be reasonably controlled or prevented in the manufacturing industry setting in addition to
including a detailed discussion of human error the inadvertent or involuntary component of human failure a chapter is devoted to analysis
and discussion related to voluntary intentional noncompliance written in a direct style using simple industry language with abundant
applied examples and practical references this book s insights on human failure reduction will improve individual organizational and social
well being

Human Error Reduction in Manufacturing 2018-08-27
the age in which people in the west have treated society and nature as essentially separate matters is at an end environmental change and
degradation impinge on all our lives and even our genes are increasingly seen by employers and insurers as commodities the natural and the
social draws on insights from across the social sciences to examine the changing character of these interrelations between society and
nature individual chapters look in depth at genes environments and human development medical practices and health and the management of
environmental risk throughout students are encouraged to draw on their own experiences to understand the theoretical and practical problems
of living in this new natural and social world this exciting and original text will be essential reading for anyone who wants to understand
more clearly the role and limitations of technological and scientific progress in contemporary society

Path 2019-08-26
human error is cited over and over as a cause of incidents and accidents the result is a widespread perception of a human error problem and
solutions are thought to lie in changing the people or their role in the system for example we should reduce the human role with more
automation or regiment human behavior by stricter monitoring rules or procedures but in practice things have proved not to be this simple
the label human error is prejudicial and hides much more than it reveals about how a system functions or malfunctions this book takes you
behind the human error label divided into five parts it begins by summarising the most significant research results part 2 explores how
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systems thinking has radically changed our understanding of how accidents occur part 3 explains the role of cognitive system factors
bringing knowledge to bear changing mindset as situations and priorities change and managing goal conflicts in operating safely at the
sharp end of systems part 4 studies how the clumsy use of computer technology can increase the potential for erroneous actions and
assessments in many different fields of practice and part 5 tells how the hindsight bias always enters into attributions of error so that
what we label human error actually is the result of a social and psychological judgment process by stakeholders in the system in question
to focus on only a facet of a set of interacting contributors if you think you have a human error problem recognize that the label itself
is no explanation and no guide to countermeasures the potential for constructive change for progress on safety lies behind the human error
label

Uncertainty Motivation : Implications for a General Theory of Human Motivation 1979

Human Error Reduction in Manufacturing 2023-02-13

The Natural and the Social 2015-04-17

Behind Human Error 2017-09-18
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